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Constantly people keep mentioning the figure of Hitler, especially newer people. Therefore, pass them this post to help them understand and if you are of those who do not understand, read further yourself too.

Around Hitler, no different than anyone who spoke against the jews who have overwhelming control and keep our existence back for enslavement, there is a huge weaving of lies, fear, purposeful disinformation.

People have been literally programmed like in Pavlov's experiment to dislike Hitler, through decades of mind-washing. Do these people look on anything besides a video about anything? Most do not even know the date the World War 2 occurred.

Others do not like him because it's not in their interest to do so, yet they have no clue what their own interests are, no different than when it comes with the Gods.

The programs are present everywhere, and you cannot get through to others, as many do not even think.

**Anyhow, the answer here is simple: You do not have to like anyone.**

The lowest slime of this earth like Jewish Freddie Krueger is glorified in Netflix, and every kike that craps on humanity is programmed to be so "great and good", and this programming presents itself in those who are the poor victims of this relentless propaganda.

To fight this programming, is often-times futile. It takes time until these things are rectified. Satan is hated over literally nothing but jewish claims about him and nothing else.

No records exist besides jewish pseudo-history of Satan being evil. In the East HE is worshiped and loved as the source of creation, life and Truth. Yet, the program can be strong in the heads of many, because it has been strongly instilled into them.

The reality is that Adolf Hitler is a figure of an ascended man of the highest calibre of the previous century, and reached the level of what we refer to as
"Anti-Christ" or a mostly ascended being which by enemy standards is the "Devil" and so on.

You do not have to worship anyone and the mentions here about Adolf Hitler are for historical accuracy, because he did most heroic actions, is a figure to derive meaning and beautiful inspiration from, but also to see the saga of an ascended being in the material realm, which the enemy does NOT want you to see, let alone idolize.

They want you to be dead, therefore, any person who gives you inspiration, whomever that might be, unless it's some crackhead trapper, they do not want you to see. They want you to live in the gutter of non-existence.

Beyond the obvious politics that this threatens the enemy agenda and their conspiracy, this serves the entities of the lower domains and the evil spirits and beings behind the enemy programs, which ferment the mind of humanity to be cattle.

If one still feels uneasy about this, that means nothing; you do not have to "accept" Hitler or anyone and anything in the end of the day, just to walk the path of the Gods.

There are many figures one can look into to observe the process of the ascent of the human being and get inspired by, which is the key point to recognize the Gods and their influence in your life and their existence in this world.

One can pick Napoleon, Khan, or Alexander the Great, Aurelius, George Washington, or Ben Franklin, or many other figures. If you are Hindu, maybe Chanakya will inspire your heart. All of these figures were strongly related to Spiritual Satanism in their spirit. You can like Ataturk, who did great things for his people too to his own level and capacity, he has been an effective statesman.

Maybe all this politics is something you do not even care about. That is perfectly fine. If you are a scientist, you might look at Satanic scientists who have helped forward this world. If a model, then maybe Coco Channel will inspire you. If a businessman, then maybe the heads of Adidas and Nike [the creators were German] or Henry Ford.

The reason for this is to not forget the Gods and to see how much they can help humanity, to observe the power of the order of the Gods, and in the case of Adolf Hitler a view into the future where we have understood a lot of fundamental Truths about our species and the science behind them.
To understand further, that a global conspiracy now unveiled [Hitler started this in recent history] is trying to keep humanity back into a delusional state of neolithic hatred and away from advancement.

Still, one does NOT have to accept the above as a necessity for Spiritual Satanism. In the Joy of Satan page, that's not mentioned.

In my first year, I received a barrage of Truths from the JoS so I had to take my time to learn. As my Nation was hit hard by the National Socialists, I had my doubts, or so I thought. Then I learned in actual history the so called casualties, damages, and so on, were minimal; if Stalin had taken over, then my Nation would likely have been dead.

A mountain of facts nobody wants to share with you can arrive with you only if you make your research. These change the awareness of history. But nobody has really looked into how the favorite hated figures like Satan are affected by this. They take the word of the jew for granted who says Satan is suddenly the cause of all evil, and they are "fine" with it.

In Spiritual Satanism the spirit that wants the Truth shall receive it. This can come at odds with many things one knows, and happens in levels.

I asked Father Satan to show me the Truth and to help me understand the larger picture of this all. And here, but also in numerous posts, the greater picture of the matter is related.

We are here to understand and try to grasp the bigger picture. The bigger picture and historical reality show that Adolf Hitler [who is second to slander in modern day world only to Satan Himself] was actually anything but a monster.

Therefore, a service to Truth can mean to know this, but you do not have to accept this or follow this; our side is eternal and nobody comes to oppress you into belief.

We are here for Satan and the Gods. The Gods express the great Truths, which later are reflected in social and economic systems, or the lies of the enemy manifest themselves, bringing ruin. Our focus in Spiritual Satanism is to draw closer to the Truth.

The Sanatana Dharma is many stairs higher than the material policies of Nations and States, it's a wholly difference of perception into the world itself. We honor the people who tried to make the world a better place, because it's a service to the above eternal law.
Our greatest personalities never told you that you must believe in them or burn eternally in "Hell". Satan or the Gods will not turn you down if you do not like certain things like this, only those who hate the Truth are their enemies.

Our obligation is to seek the Truth and grow ourselves. Allow yourself to experience things in that department, and just take the Truths expressed and move on into your line of understanding.